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Honorable John F. Ahearne
Chairman

. . .

"
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555 -

Dear Chairman Ahearne:
[tr.i ::2y

We appreciated your testimony before us March 7. . . .L;,
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Your testimony, however, has raised questions which we E
.

believe require written answers for our record. We !. .
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would appreciate your response to these questions within Fg
_

45 days. p...==..-7 ,
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Don H. - usen Steven D. Symms -

Ranki Minority Member Ranking Minority Memberj
Housed 2ommittee on Interior Subcommittee on Energy +

and Insular Affairs and the Environment
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Experienced Personnel*

In testimony, Chairman Ahearne stated "we have been
experiencing some difficulty in finding sufficient numbers .

of qualified p.cople to fill positions as there is also
active recruiting under way by the nuclear industry." _

While NRC has been actively recruiting you state "we do -
=+

not know at this time whether or not we will be able to :=
bring Nuclear Reactor Regulation up to ceiling over the ?[ !]
remainder of this fiscal year. Unfortunately, attrition ..|i
has reduced these numbers. .

.

The previous quote is a significant point in NRC's [ iH=
ability to implement its lessons-learned program, the . . . .

resumption of licensing, as well as to meet Congress' requests. =F

1. How will this inability to obtain qualified . = . . . _.....

manpower affect the resumption of licensing? IfET

2. What is the impact of Congress' requests on is
NRC's resources both in terms of direct Member
roquests as well as legislated requests? g.,

*"3. Waat impact does NRC expect this manpower problem
to have on the Office of Inspection and Enforcement?

_

t Improvements at the Incident Response Center 9E

CiThe NRC has requested $3 million for equipment to " improve
our capability for handling emergencies at our Incident Response 3.
Center in Bethesda. s

g.g. -
s1. What types of equipment is this $3 million ;r =

expected to provide and how will this equip- 29=-
ment assist NRC in its mission? ?&ME

9.3..
2. What is the staff regime at the Incident Response ;[~

Center? ,;.. .
E+

[[!j EHigh Level Waste Management ^

f

In testimony Chairman Ahearne has stated "at $12.5 million, 15~ * *the requested high level waste management budget for FY'81 is
small in comparison, but by providing timely guidance to DOE 4+

it could significantly reduce total Federal expenditures for -

the development of a repository." ++
.

1. Can NRC ob'tain the manpower resources to assure
the effective implementation of its waste manage-
ment effort?

i
.
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2. With this level of resources, will NRC be able
to achieve the waste man gement schedule out-
lined in the President's message?

.

Commission Management Study

The Commission has instituted a study of its management
approaches, procedures and structure. The principal obj ective
of the study is to identify changes in current management and
decision-making methods and procedures which would " improve
our ability to allocate the major part of our time to areas
of principal importance."

1. Does the Commission intend to have its role
in the review of export licenses included in
this study?

=u

2. Are the Commissioners going to study the effects -

of NRC Commissioner requests on the utilization
of manpower, its consamption of budgetary resourcss

_ _ . .

and its impact on the achievement of the Commission's ==

goals?

Resumption of Licensing
,

In testimony Chairman Ahearne has stated the NRC staff and
Commission are now in the process of defining the precise sub- .

set of actions and their degree of completion that will be
necessary for resuming the issuance of operating licenses. In
their testimony they state "the Commission has approved a staff- s.dg
recommended list of 38 new requirements that must be met before ami
issuance of an operating license. The Commission concluded - i+

that they are necessary but that no conclusion was reached on
whether they are sufficient to resume issuance of operating
licenses."

1. What is impeding the Commissioners' decision
to resume licensing?

2. What direction are the Commissioners providing #5
to the staff on the resumption of licensing? F

3. What is the earliest date licensing is expected
to resume?

* m
'

Unresolved Safety Issues
:

i The Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation has established

i
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an organization targeted to solve unresolved safety issues.

1. Can licensing resume prior to the resolution
of these issues? If so, what mechanism is .

the C'ommission using to separate the high risk _

from the low risk items?
_

- 3=ig.g

2. What level of involvement are the Commissioners fe=2

having in prioritizing the resolution of these :xj;L
safety issues? .z;-:

~~"L . . .

3. How do these unresolved safety issues compare ._gs.i
in terms of risk to those changes mandated by ..

the lessons learned from Three Mile Island? ! ,-

tra
u+

Improved Inspection and Enforcement Effort .g

. . . .

Chairman Ahearne in testimony has stated " periodic, inde- [hh]
pendent inspections of licensee management control systems by d
the Performance Appraisal Team will result in the identification

_.

of marginal utility performance and will provide a basis for =5
~ " =prompt corrective actions."

1. What impact has the acceleration of the Resident P... . .. .~~
Inspector Program had on the availability of
experienced NRC inspectors to perform these functions?

2. What additional legislation may be needed to -

resolve impediments to recruiting the best avail-
able personnel? ::WZ

.v=
*=

3. What are the NRC's plans for its routine unannounced : JEi9
inspection program? yggii

h
TMI-2 Cleanup . . ..; j

7:
In November 1979 the Commission directed the NRC staff to E5

prepare an overall programmatic environmental impact' statement
on the decontamination and disposal efforts resulting from the f:EE=

TMI-2 accident noting that "pending its completion, immediate if
actions will be taken to protect the public health and safety Regic

should the need arise." by.y

1. What pending environmental hazard does TMI-2
......

gf
present to the public in its current. state?

2. What incrdase in hazard both to the workers and
the public will result from extensive Commission
delay in consideration and approval of cleanup
action?

|::
3. What. degree of Commission attention is being M= . .

==
| paid to the cleanup effort?

==
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